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This paper are presented the signal processing by Z-transformation on the 
signal as the Unit Pulse Train of unipolar， or bipolar seqences. And the method is 
effectively the operation to a discrete-time signals: periodic pulse trains. 
Up to the present day， the signal processing method of the circuits for informative 
processing has desired to apper a new method and to develop a algorism for it， because 
these calculation is in need of too many calculated time and complicacy. In this point， itis 
∞n副 eredto apply the method of Z-transform for the ou旬叫 signalof ou中utcircuits. In 
this paper， itis reported to consider for a few e玄amplein the case of Unit Pulse Train (i.e 
P.S.N.)料 generatedthe output as sampler signal， so that this method may be effectived 
more than the another. 
( 1) Z-transformation procedure as Signal processing 
Generaly， the output of sampler criuits have be given by a input signal fs(t) multiplied 
by sampling signal p(t， 'l'). 
In symbols， lペt)= p (t， 't"). fs(t)…H ・H ・-…①
The pro玄imateunit pulse trains with the duration time 'l of p(t，τ) assumed as 'l'→0， can be 
represented as follows: 
???? ??、??? ???
?? ????、?
Hence， the output of sampler circuits is given by the following equation@. 
+∞ 
f*(t) = 2:] ih (t-nT) ・f.(t)・H ・H ・-… ③判
n=o 
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation @， it obtain 
?????、 ， ，???? 、??
? 、 」 ? ??
?? ?、 ? ， ，? ?， ， ? 、???
Furthermore taking the Z-transform of Equation @， Equation ①is given to transform 
Z-transformation. 
+∞ 
Thus， F (z) = F*(s) I _ 1 _ _2:] f. (nT)・Z4ロfo(0)・zO+f.(T). Z-l十!.(2T)・
s-; Inz =;;::'0 
Z-2+…・H ・.⑤
Equation @ replaced the discrete signal means to represent the sampled values shifting by 
every T and to form a polynominal which the first term fsく0)・ZO find out the initial 
sampled value and the second term find out the value of more shifting by T from the first 
term， the next term have the same shifting value， as before. 
After the resulted Z-transform， these output of sampler circuit become a pulse train， 
furthermore， the pulse trains have be normalized for the unit pulse trains by weighting 
function (for example， reciprocal of input signal: 1 fs( t)) . 
勝( ][) Calculated e玄ampl四 onUnit pulse t:rains of Unipolar sequence 
When the output of sampler circuits shown in Figure 1昌regenerated N number within 
section Ts of the isolated group on unit pulse， itconsider only the first periodic pulse 
trains that is the group of continous unit puls色ssequence. 
The output are represened as follows by Equation ⑦ 
義谷深20 
N-l 
Fl(Z) = 2J f (k) • Z-k.....園.0..…・@叫
】包 ~O
Thus， 
Figure For example， in the case of the first periodic group of pulse train is N = 3 shown in 
Fl (z) can be calculated by Eq. @ . 
group 
represented by 
_ 1+z+z2 
Z2 
Next consideration 1S about the continuous pulsed group which the above isolated 
generate to repeate at the m-th numbers and then this εquation are given by 
∞∞ N 
2J Z -mN = 2J (z-N)m =一千ーァ……⑦
血 =0 血 =0 z"-1 
for Izl > 1. 
Hence， the periodic data signal as sampled values shown in 
F(z)呂sfollows. 
Fig. 1 may be 
2 5 
F1(z) = 2J 1・Z-k+ 2J O. Z-k 
k=o k=3 
F(z) = (オLF)-L(z) ③
For above色xample，the resultant equation is 
F (z) =ト21ァト Fl(Z)= 
¥ Zυ一-.1 I 
4 z
(z-1) (Z3十1)
唱B ・4券
IC 
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Unipolar Sequence Figure 1 
Caluculated examples on Unit pulse trains of Bipolar sequence 
κ 
?
Bipolar Sequence 
in Figure 2， the group in continuous unit pulses whithin one period can be 
represented as follow， by the calculation of identical procedure as (][). 
F1(z) =皇 1 ・ Z-k 十五(-1)・ zーた=~3-1) (デ+z+l)
k=o k=3 泊、，
Figure 2 
As shown 
In the result， an equation of Bipolar sequence is 
F (z吟)= ~(令Z
zジ3十1
Conclusion 
The following became clear after the discussion on the above results. To apply the 
Z-transformation as signal processing of P. S. N. may be effectived not:only making up the 
simple algebraic manipulation but also by easy calculation. 
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Apendix 
*1 P. S. N.………Abbreviation of Periodic Sequential Number 
Derivation of Equation @ *2 
P. S.N 
Shift 
f s(t) 
Figure 3 
Block diagram of Signal processing to obtain P. S. N 
be can representation senes pulse， the Fourier rectuangular form a When p(t，り
obtain as， 
P (tρ= ~ Fn e -jnω0' 
n=-o。
where Fourier coefficients are 
FazJLf f戸山 dt=22izLsinc(与!_)
transform. These Fourier the taken train is pulse 
Next， taking the limit of F n， 
lim Fn = !.(v-1)i 
r→ 01 
Thus， p(t，τ) becoming the unit 
equation become 
P い)= F {十n主ejn曲目}=主主 δT(曲一叫
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and also， in the time domain it obtain 
P (t) = 2] ilT (t-nT) 
n~ー∞
And otherwise， th芭 limitof summation can bεchanged as follows， b己causeP(ω) are the 
芭venfunction of n(l)o and n is positive integer or t>O. Thus， 
P(t) = 2] OT (t-nT) 
n=o 
*3 Derivation of Eq. @) from Eq. @ 
Ikf垣広→ffii仁
Figure 4 
Rolati onship of Signal Proc巴ss
.，.[ {f* (t)}= 2] fs (nT) .，.[ {OT (t-nT)} = 2] fs(nT)e-jnWT = 2J fs(nT)e-nsT 
料 Ilustrationof Eq. ① 
At Eq. @. in the case multiplied fs(nT) by weighting function切ノ(t)，日placingwith 
k = nT and T = 1 the sequence denote f(k) ， itis given by 
(0 for k = -1， -2，・…
f (k) = ~ 
U for k = O. 1， 2. . 
A sequ己nceof number is {f(k)} which satisfy the property as follows， f(k) =f(k+N) 
and generaly， Z{f(k)} = F(z). .Aq.@. 
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